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CONNECTING THE 
ENERGY SYSTEM
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8400
Km electricity transmission grid

1250
Km gas transmission grid

Future
Hydrogen transmission grid

KEEPING THE 
BALANCE 

365-24-7
Balancing of the energy system 

1.000 MW
Average amount of power 
procured across markets

130.000.000
Measurements collected everyday 
– paving the way for digitalization

Præsentationsnoter
Præsentationsnoter
We own, operate and develop the backbone of Danish energy system: the transmission grids for electricity and gas. A robust grid is essential if consumers are to have a reliable energy supply.We also own the two gas storage facilities. Furthermore, this year, we started maturing a project for hydrogen infrastructure in Jutland. We believe that large-scale production of hydrogen will be a key element in the next phase of the Danish transition to a greener, more sustainable society. 	



A BALANCING ACT
We work to make sure that the green 
transition is carried out in an economically 
responsible way without compromising on 
Denmark’s already very high security of 
supply.

GREEN 
ENERGY

AFFORDABILITYSECURITY OF SUPPLY
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A robust energy system must be 1) secure and reliable, 2) environmentally sustainable and 3) affordable and accessible. This is the energy trilemma and this is what Energinet and the rest of the energy industry are trying to achieve. We need to transform the energy system so it is based on 100 % renewable energy, without sacrificing security of supply. And we must do it in a way that is affordable for society and individual consumers. 
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Renewable energy is being deployed fast – and this will only increase in the future. Pushed forward by both a market push and political ambitions we expect a significant build-out of renewable energy in the years to come. This buildout is needed to ensure that we have the green energy needed to transform our society. Direct and indirect electrification will be key to bring down our greenhouse gas emissions and we will se Danish electricity consumption skyrocket in the years to come. Not only due to electrification of ”classic consumption” and transportionm but also because electricity will be needed to produce large amounts of e.g. green fuels.This massive transformation of the energy system is a huge task and from Energinets side we realize this entails that we focus on the areas where we can deliver the highest value and to do so we have launched a new strategy,
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In December 2022 Energinet launched a new strategy that points out three key areas where Energinet plays a vital role and where we need to succeed to ensure an efficient transition to an energy system based on renewable energy. In order to succeed, we must first and foremost focus and prioritise. And we are only able to prioritise if we focus sharply on our core task where we create unique value for society. And cooperate with others on the rest.(Review the five indents. The full version of ‘What we are here for’ is presented below):��PLAN AND BUILD CRITICAL ENERGY INFRASTRUCTUREWe plan, expand and maintain electricity and gas infrastructure that connects producers to consumers and that effectively binds the Danish energy system to the rest of Europe. Our planning takes account of new infrastructure categories, such as hydrogen.OPERATE AND BALANCE THE DANISH ENERGY SYSTEMWe monitor and operate the electricity and gas systems 24 hours a day, maintaining balance and handling faults and unforeseen events to guarantee a high level of security of supply.DEVELOP EFFICIENT ENERGY MARKETSWe develop energy markets providing equal access, high transparency and clear terms and conditions for electricity, gas and hydrogen trading in well-functioning Danish and European markets.APPLY OUR KNOWLEDGE INTERNATIONALLYWe collaborate and share knowledge across national boundaries to achieve political objectives and to facilitate an efficient green transition of electricity and gas systems, at European as well as global level.DEVELOP DIGITAL INFRASTRUCTURE AND DATA SERVICESWe guarantee easy access to high-quality energy data. We develop digital infrastructure and data services that support our operation, planning and market development and can be used by external market participants commercially for business development.
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INFRASTRUCTURE
AT A RAPID PACE

SECURITY OF
SUPPLY IN A GREEN

ENERGY SYSTEM

ENERGY 
MARKETS FOR 
THE FUTURE

WHAT WE FOCUS ON
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As part of our strategy, we zoom in on three focus areas. You could call it our obligations to the world around us and our key contribution towards a fossil free energy system. I would like to present three slides that describes some of the main challenges we see within these focus areas – and then we can get back to how to solve them in following discussionUddbygning af løsninger under hvert tema indsat nedenfor:Infrastructure at a rapid pace:CREATE synergies between electricity, gas and hydrogen infrastructures through holistic planning.ENSURE proactive infrastructure expansion which supports maximum integration of renewable energy as quickly as possible.ESTABLISH more strategic partnerships with suppliers to increase the pace and robustness of new infrastructure scaling and construction.INCREASE the speed of construction and environmental approvals, working closely with the authorities.Security of supply in an green energy system:MOBILISE production and consumption technologies to overcome the balancing and stability challenges in the green electricity system.DEVELOP a green gas system which supports Danish and European security of gas supplyENSURE robust and efficient interaction between facilities, components and technologies in the energy system, using digitalisation and automation.BUILD the digital foundations for a modern and secure energy system.Energy markets for the future:WORK for common European solutions for a future market design which promotes an energy system based on renewable energy.CREATE a market framework for green gas and hydrogen which realises the potential of sector coupling.DEVELOP a market design for ancillary services which encourages investment and guarantees that existing and new technologies can participate in the markets.REFORM the tariff structure with clear and long-term incentives for consumers and producers.



The significant increase in solar 
and wind power requires a 
massive expansion of the 
electricity grid, quickly

Inflexible processes may trip up 
a speedy green transition

Besides the electricity system, 
investments will be needed in 
gas- and hydrogen infrastructure

Essential to maintain a fair and 
transparent dialogue with 
citizens affected by the 
infrastructure
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Investments in electricity transmission grid 
2015-2026
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To handle the increased volume of renewable energy, a large-scale expansion of the electricity infrastructure will be required. Energinet must plan and build much more infrastructure in a short time to meet the accelerating demand from consumers and producers of renewable energy. The reality of the situation in which this must happen is that supply chains and component markets are being strained by increased competition, resource shortages and rising prices.If we are to succeed in a rapid green transition, it is essential that we achieve a more flexible framework for our planning, building and maintenance – for example more efficient collaboration processes with, among other stakeholders, energy, environment and planning authorities and other infrastructure owners. This graph only show the needed buildout in the electricity system – it is however worth mentioning that there is also huge investments needed to support the continued buildout of biogas-production in Denmark as well a potentially whole new hydrogen backbone infrastructure. 
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The thousands of new green 
generation facilities, such as PV 
plants, cannot stabilise the 
electricity grid in the same way 
as conventional power stations 
do today.

In order to ensure a high level of 
security of supply in an energy
system, where renewable energy
constitutes the backbone of the 
energy system, new solutions 
are needed. 

SECURITY OF SUPPLY IN A 
GREEN ENERGY SYSTEM

8

Managing 
oversupply 
scenarios

8

Handling of low-
RES scenarios 

Maintaining a 
robust energy 

system
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Keeping our construction up to speed is one thing. Another challenge relates to operating an energy system that where (fluctuating) renewable energy is no longer an add-on to the energysystem – it is the system!When we are no longer able to rely on the conventional power stations on an evening without wind, we must find new ways to balance the electricity grid and ensure a high level of security of supply for the Danes. At the same time, the many new green power stations entail technical challenges, as their power electronics mean that they do not have the same stabilising effect in the electricity system as conventional power stations.It is increasingly challenging to balance the power system as renewable energy production is rising. Physical balance must be ensured to maintain security of supply.Independent power producers can bring value to both their business and the power system by offering regulating power.In hours with higher production than sold, power producers should either regulate to balance or trade to balance.The same goes for new consumers. We need e.g. new Ptx-production facilities to operate in a system-friendly manner. We need to realize the synergies between large-scale production of hydrogen and the power system to maximazi the socio-economic benefits of PtX-production in Denmark!



A rapidly increasing need for 
ancillary services requires new 
marketplaces.

There is a need for flexibility 
from consumers and producers 
that do not currently have 
knowledge of the need and 
opportunities.

There is a large untapped 
potential for sector coupling.

Net-zero ambitions (probably) 
call for redesign of markets.
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ENERGY MARKETS FOR THE FUTURE
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The higher the share of renewable energy, the greater the need for ancillary services.  This requires development of new markets which can deliver the necessary electricity system flexibility.A green and reliable energy system depends on our ability to mobilise the considerable potential we have in terms of flexibility in order to balance the energy system – and thus ensure a high level of security of supply, even on an overcast day without wind. Examples of such flexibility include facilities producing renewable energy, new flexible consumption in the transport, heating, water and construction sectors, industrial processes, and Power-to-X and energy storage.The higher the share of renewable energy, the greater the need for ancillary services. There will be a need to develop new markets for flexibility to ensure that we do not end up in situation where the price for ancillary services goes through the roof.However, flexibility is often only a limited part of the business model offered by potential providers. We must therefore create a market framework that ensures an adequate supply of ancillary services and other properties required to maintain power system stability from as many technologies as possible – including the existing power stations, which can play a central role in balancing the overall electricity system.The tariff structure and the terms and conditions of connection to the infrastructure are important factors determining how flexibility is priced and mobilised, and they must incentivise efforts to optimise the way the infrastructure is used, while also providing flexibility in terms of balancing the energy system. Considerable potential for efficiency gains is offered by co-location and direct sector coupling of new production and demand facilities, for example offshore wind power and Power-to-X, thus optimising the need for new infrastructure. Hvad er et velfungerende marked? Prisen skal bære al relevant information – Tid, gennemskuelighed og geografi. Net-zero ambitions (probably) calls for redesign. 
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TRANSITION TO 100% GREEN 
POWER IN 7 YEARS REQUIRE 
SIGNIFICANT AND FAST 
INVESTMENTS IN RE AND 
GRID

PHYSICAL BALANCE MUST 
BE ENSURED TO MAINTAIN 
SECURITY OF SUPPLY 
DURING (ALMOST) 8760 
HOURS

RE-CONFIGURATING MARKETS 
TO BE READY FOR NET-ZERO
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TAKEAWAYS
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”8760 i pointe 2”
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